News Release

Engelskirchen, 24 June 2017

Ranga Yogeshwar presented the TOP 100 Innovation Award for the second time
MDT technologies GmbH again belongs to the most innovative companies of the German mid-market companies.
Ranga Yogeshwar presented the coveted TOP 100 Award on 23 June 2017 at the 4th German mid-market
summit in Essen. MDT technologies has already made the leap to the innovation elite for the second time in a row.
In the independent and ambitious selection process, MDT technologies particularly convinced with its
innovative success for years to come.
One of the recent innovations are the shutter actuators
for example. They control shutters and blinds in buildings
and are automated to the extent that they can also
perform intelligent functions. For example, a window will
be tilted, the system moves the closed shutters
automatically a little bit upwards, to let some fresh air in.
A unique feature is the shading function with the
integrated calculation of the sun position, which
can be oriented to the interior temperature if desired.
“I am not aware of a comparable product from any
other manufacturer”,
reported CEO Hans-Joachim
Kremer.
With more than 50 employees, he is constantly working on new ideas. For this reason the glass push
button II smart is also a real innovation: A high quality TFT color display enables the individual design of the
labelling text, symbols and displaying messages and values. In addition to the classic functions lighting,
scenes and blinds control, the LED RGB lighting and the room temperature can also be controlled.
When the glass push button II smart with temperature sensor is combined with the MDT heating actuator,
the normally required room thermostat is no longer required and the customer also benefits from a cost saving.
“We always start with the question, what brings a real added value to the customer. Thus, we are always
one step ahead of the market”, reported CEO Hans-Joachim Kremer.
For more than 20 years, the TOP 100 seal has stood like no other award for the innovative power and the
above-average innovation successes of mid-market companies. The scientific analysis attests the future
viability of the companies as the focus is not on individual innovations, but on innovation management
as a whole. The two-time award at the TOP 100 confirms the innovations in the products of the
KNX building systems technology from MDT technologies.
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